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Abstract

Hypocalcemia is one of the major health problems worldwide, as it causes a 
variety of diseases in the population such as Osteoporosis, Multiple Sclerosis, 
Renal diseases, Early breast cancer, etc. In Albania there is a lack of checkups 
for any age group or category, as these checks are not provided for free by the 
state, but more importantly, people are not informed that there are important 
health examinations that must be carried out as early as possible, possibly since 
childhood, in order to be healthy adults in the future. Consequently, a great deal 
of work is needed to identify, as well as to draft national strategies to optimize 
consumption, as well as to set up a national database of adult calcium intake. This 
needs to be done simultaneously even for Mg, Na, K, and vitamin D.
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Introduction

Calcium is one of the most abundant electrolytes in the body, and levels are tightly 
controlled by parathyroid hormone and vitamin D. Calcium is essential for cell 
function, cell membrane stability, neuronal transmission, bone physiology, blood 
homeostasis, and cell signaling. 

Circulating calcium levels are impaired by several factors, but hypocalcemia 
is mainly secondary to the imbalance of calcium absorption, excretion, and 
distribution.

Hypocalcemia is defined as a total calcium level of less than 4.6 mg / dl in 
the blood serum. Hypocalcemia is accompanied with a number of diseases and 
these become more serious in people who engage in physical activity or sport 
causing fatigue and reducing muscle strength in them. Hypocalcemia causes bone 
breakdown and reduces bone strength, the bones become brittle and are more 
prone to breaking, increasing the risk of sports injury and early osteoporosis 
in sportspeople. Hypocalcemia reduces muscle strength in sportspeople, thus 
affecting their performance during training and competitions.

This viewpoint is based on study “The importance of the measurement of 
functional and clinical parameters in athlete students and students engaged in 
physical activity”.  I am focused on this issue, and specifically on the category of 
people who engage in moderate physical activity, for several reasons which are as 
follows:

• Physiologically they consume more calcium daily, because in sport there are 
no resting days; 

• Climatic conditions are changing, so changes the daily intake of D vitamin 
from sun rays source

• Albania lacks sports physicians;
• Also in the first study we found out that these parameters were not measured 

in sports students, i.e. raising their awareness is important for their health as 
future health promoters 

Conclusions and future instructions

In this brief review, it is discussed the importance of calcium in the human body 
and the problems that its deficiency causes in individuals, especially in athletes. 
Aiming to find solutions for the general population and for athletes in particular, 
I propose that: given the enormous health and financial benefits that can come 
from early detection of calcium deficiency, long-term prospective cohort studies 
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are needed to investigate dietary intake and optimal dosing of calcium via oral 
supplements as well as vitamin D and magnesium supplements if the deficiency is 
present (during and after bone mineralization), this dosing based on age, gender 
or socioeconomic and health status. More work is also needed to identify national 
strategies to optimize consumption as well as to create the national database of 
adult dietary calcium intake.

Also for persons involved in sports i propose: 

• Cohort studies by the UST or sports associations regarding the replacement 
of Calcium deficiency at an early age especially at 18-25 years which may 
lead to the avoidance of Hypocalcaemia-causing diseases,

• Routine measurement (each 6 months or 1 / year) of electrolytes, 
• Daily consumption of foods containing Ca.
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